The semantic web purports to be a web of knowledge that can answer our questions, help us reason about everyday problems as well as scientific endeavors, and service many of our wants and needs. Researchers and others expound various views about exactly what this means. Here we propose an answer with conceptual modeling as its foundation. We define a web of knowledge as a collection of interconnected knowledge bundles superimposed over a web of documents. Knowledge bundles are conceptual model instances augmented with facilities that provide for both extensional and intensional facts, for linking between knowledge bundles yielding a web of data, and for linking to an underlying document collection providing a means of authentication. We formally define both the component parts of these augmented conceptual models and their synergistic interconnections. As for practicalities, we discuss problems regarding the potentially high cost of constructing a web of knowledge and explain how they may be mitigated. We also discuss usage issues and show how untrained users can interact with and gain benefit from a web of knowledge.
Introduction
Ideas about the semantic web have been with us ever since Tim BernersLee's published his book, Weaving the Web [BL99] , and his Scientific American article, The Semantic Web [BLHL01] , with Hendler and Lassila. They and others have continued to discuss these ideas in an effort to more fully explain the semantic-web vision-its practicalities, successes, and challenges David W. Embley, Stephen W. Liddle, Deryle W. Lonsdale Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah 84602, USA, e-mail: embley@cs.byu.edu, liddle@byu.edu, lonz@byu.edu [SHBL06, AH08] . The W3C web site introduces the semantic web simply as "a web of data" [W3C] .
Many of these ideas hark back even to the days of Plato [PlaBC] and Aristotle [AriBC] and the beginnings of philosophical discussions about ontology, epistemology, and logic. Here, we begin with this ancient view of semantics and show how it leads to a view of the semantic web rooted in conceptual modeling. In particular, we show how conceptual modeling can unify a view of these fundamental concepts and provide a practical way to realize them. Our intent is not to resolve questions about what the semantic web is, but rather to provide a practical view of one possible path toward realizing some of the benefits claimed by semantic-web visionaries. We call our conceptualmodeling view of the semantic web a "Web of Knowledge" (a "WoK").
To motivate our vision of a WoK, consider the current web of pages, which contains a wealth of knowledge. Unfortunately, most of the knowledge is not encoded in a way that enables direct user query. We cannot, for example, directly google for a car that is a 2003 or newer selling for under 15 grand; or for the names of the parents of great-grandpa Schnitker; or for countries whose population will likely decrease by more than 10% in 50 years. A way to enable direct query for facts embedded in web pages and facts implied by these stated facts is to annotate facts with respect to ontologies. Annotating facts implicitly populates these ontologies, turning them into a database over which structured queries can be executed. Annotation links also provide a form of provenance and authentication, allowing users to verify query results by checking original sources. Furthermore, facts and ontological concepts may appear in more than one populated ontology. Linking facts and ontological concepts across ontologies can provide navigation paths to explore additional, related knowledge. The web with a superimposed layer of interlinked ontologies each annotating a myriad of facts from the underlying web becomes a Web of Knowledge, a WoK.
Although this vision of a WoK is appealing, there are significant barriers preventing both its creation and its use. Ontology languages exist, with OWL being the de facto standard. RDF files can provide data for these ontologies and can also store annotation information linking data to facts in web pages and linking equivalent information in RDF files to one another. The SPARQL query language is a standard for querying RDF data. SWRL rules can provide for reasoning. Thus, all constituent components for a WoK are W3C standards in common use, and they even all work together allowing for immediate WoK development and usage. Nevertheless, the barriers of creation and usage remain high and effectively prevent WoK deployment. The creation barrier is high because of the cost involved in developing OWL ontologies and annotating web pages by linking RDF-encoded facts in web pages to these OWL ontologies. The usage barrier is high because untrained users cannot write SPARQL queries and SWRL rules.
In this exposition, we show how conceptual modeling can enable a WoKcan provide a firm foundation for a WoK and ways to break through the barriers to WoK creation and usage. We begin in Section 15.2 by discussing a computational view of ontology, epistemology, and logic. We argue that conceptual models, augmented in a particular way, build nicely upon these philosophical ideas so as to enable a WoK. In Section 15.3 we formalize this foundation. The formalization leads to a clear understanding of what must be done to create a WoK and make it usable. We then discuss initiatives we have investigated to address these challenges and opportunities-for construction in Section 15.4 and for usage in Section 15.5. We conclude in Section 15.6.
WoK Conceptualization
To think about constructing and using a web of knowledge, we first ask some fundamental questions: What is data? What are facts? What is knowledge? How does one reason and know? Philosophers have pursued answers to these questions for millennia; and although we do not pretend to be able to contribute to philosophy, we can use their ideas about ontology, epistemology, and logic to guide us in how to build and use a WoK.
• Ontology is the study of existence. It asks: "What exists?" In our quest to build a WoK, we must find computational solutions the question: "What concepts, relationships, and constraints exist?" We answer computationally, saying that we can declare a formal conceptual model for some domain of knowledge that captures the relevant concepts along with the relationships among these concepts and the constraints over these concepts and relationships.
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• Epistemology is the study of the nature of knowledge. It asks: "What is knowledge?" and "How is knowledge acquired?" To build a WoK, we provide computational answers to "What is digitally stored knowledge?" and "How does raw data become algorithmically accessible knowledge?" Our answer is to turn raw data into knowledge by populating conceptual models-by embedding facts in the concepts and relationships in accord with constraints. We further follow Plato's lead in wanting our knowledge to be justified [PlaBC] , and thus we provide (1) annotation links that connect facts embedded in ontologies to sources from which they are extracted and (2) data and concept "same-as" connections that link objects and concepts across populated ontologies.
• Logic comprises principles and criteria of valid inference. It asks: "What is known?" and "What can be inferred?" In the computational context of a WoK, it can answer the question: "What are the known facts, both given and implied?" We ground our conceptual model in a description logic-a decidable fragment of first-order logic [BN03] . To make this logic practical for non-logicians, we must and do add a query generator whose input consists of ordinary free-form textual expressions or ordinary fillin-the-blank query forms. Both query modes fundamentally depend on conceptual-model-based ontologies to convert free-form and form-based queries to structured queries. Justification of query results relies on tracing annotation links back to source data and on following reasoning chains.
To illustrate these ideas, we give some examples. Suppose we wish to find a used car to purchase. We might pose this query: "Find me a red Nissan for under $5000, a 1990 or newer with less than 100K miles on it", or this query: "I'd like a Japanese-made car for under 15 grand." Figure 15 .1 shows some web pages with cars for sale that satisfy these queries. Two of the three Nissans satisfy the first query, and all the Nissans and the Mitsubishi, but not the Toyota, satisfy the second query. Unfortunately, however, search engines do not access the facts within these ads in the way we would wish to find these cars. Our approach of superimposing a web of knowledge over a web of pages makes these facts visible from outside the page and directly accessible to query engines (as opposed to search engines).
To make this work, we need an ontology for car ads. Figure 15 .2 shows an example. The ontology is a conceptual model. It consists of object sets which are either lexical (dashed boxes in Figure 15 .2) or non-lexical (solid boxes). Instances in lexical object sets are strings of characters such as 'Nissan' or '1990'; whereas instances in non-lexical object sets are object identifiers that stand for real-world objects-Car 73 and Car 1194 , for example, identify specific cars. Relationship sets in the conceptual model are lines connecting object sets. Min-max participation constraints impose restrictions on the relationship sets: a car described in a car ad can have zero or more features (0:* ), but at most one make (0:1 ). Ontologies for our WoK vision also support hypernym-hyponym is-a hierarchies and holonym-meronym part-of hierarchies. A white triangle denotes an is-a hierarchy, so that, for example, a Body Type is-a Feature in Figure 15 .2. The plus symbol (+) in the triangle specifies a disjointness constraint among the specializations; it is also possible to declare union constraints (∪) specifying that a generalization object set is a union of its specialization object sets and partition constraints ( ) specifying that specialization object sets partition their generalization. A black triangle denotes a part-of hierarchy. In Figure 15 .2, for example, a model such as "Accord" aggregated with a trim specification such as "LX" constitutes the concept "Accord LX", which has some ModelTrim object identifier (e.g., M odelT rim 39 ).
Whereas an ontology tells us what kind of knowledge exists in our domain of interest, epistemological specifications tell us what the knowledge is and how it is acquired. For our WoK vision, populating an ontology yields knowledge. We can populate the the car-ad ontology in Figure 15 .2 The way we intend to acquire knowledge in our WoK vision is particularly interesting. Although possible to simply encode by hand, this is far too labor intensive and does not scale. We must find ways to automatically identify facts and associate them with ontologies. Sometimes information is structured in such a way that it is possible to reverse-engineer it into an ontology; sometimes it is possible to resort to available outside knowledge sources to align semi-structured information with an ontology; but sometimes the information yields to neither of these techniques. For this latter case, we augment the ontologies themselves so that they are capable of recognizing, annotating, and extracting relevant facts with respect to their ontological descriptions. We call these augmented ontologies extraction ontologies, because they are capable of locating and extracting facts from any kind of document, unstructured as well as semi-structured and structured.
The augmentation that turns an ontology into an extraction ontology is a data frame [Emb80] . Data frames are linguistically grounded abstract data types-they encapsulate everything we wish to know about categorized data instances including their internal and external representations and their applicable operations. The linguistic grounding consists of providing recognizers for instances of object and relationship sets. Figure 15 .3 shows examples of the kind of recognizers we currently use in our WoK vision, but any kind of information extractor [Sar08] is possible: e.g., machine-learned wrappers (e.g., [WCW + 09]), NLP-based recognition techniques (e.g., [FM09] ), and elaborate handcrafted rules (e.g., [GGTB08, HLF
+ 08]). The recognizers in Figure 15 .3 are of two types-regular expressions and lexicons-which operate independently or together. The regular expression for the external representation of Price in Figure 15 .3 recognizes price instances such as "$23,900" and "15 grand". The external-representation recognizer for Make, on the other hand, is a lexicon that lists all the makes of cars, including their alternate spellings and abbreviations. Context keywords such as price and asking in Figure 15 .3 help disambiguate instances that may be recognized for more than one concept (e.g., MSRP price vs. asking price). Operators also have recognizers. Keywords such as "less than", "<", and "under" in Figure 15 .3 indicate the applicability of the LessThan operator. A price instance following these keywords becomes the second parameter p 2 in the operation, the car price being assumed as the first.
Justification of captured knowledge is a natural consequence of acquiring and semantically annotating knowledge. When we reverse engineer structured knowledge into a fact-filled ontology, align facts in a knowledge source with an ontology, or extract facts from data-rich documents, the WoK system keeps track of the source of each fact. Later, when someone queries for these facts, the WoK system provides, in addition to the standard query results, a cached page with the fact instances highlighted. For example, if we query for a red Nissan Altima for under 15 grand, as part of the answer the WoK system can retrieve the cached page of the Altima in Figure 15 .1 and display it with the strings Red, Nissan, Altima, and $6,990 highlighted. Besides enabling fact recognition in source documents, extraction ontologies also enable free-form query processing. For example, a WoK system with the ontology in Figure 15 .1 augmented with the data-frame recognizers in Figure 15 .3 can interpret and process the query: "Find me a red Nissan Altima for under 15 grand." The system associates the recognized instances "red", "Nissan", "Altima", and "15 grand" respectively with the object sets Color, Make, Model, and Price, and it associates "under" with the LessThan operator in the Price data frame and the price "15 grand" with the operator's parameter p2. Generating a formal select-project-join query from these recognized associations is straightforward: do outer join over the ontology's structure; select based on the identified constants and Boolean operations; and project on the mentioned object sets.
Retrieving inferred facts is more complex. To illustrate, consider processing the query, "I'd like a Japanese-made car for under 15 grand." For this query the WoK system needs a way to determine which cars are Japanese. Suppose we have a second ontology about car manufacturers such as the one in Figure 15 .4. Observe that the concept M ake in Figure 15 .1 is semantically the same as the concept M ake in Figure 15 .4. Connecting these concepts with a between-ontologies same-as link is an example of the interconnecting links in the web-like structure constituting a WoK. With these two ontologies and the interconnecting link, we now have the information we need to declare inference rules that can reason about a car being Japanese-made. A car in a car ad that has a make produced by a manufacturer whose headquarters is in Japan is a Japanese-made car. Next observe that populated ontologies are in reality first-order-language theories of predicate calculus. Each object set S is a one place predicate S(x). Each n-ary relationship set R is an n place predicate, R(x 1 , ..., x n ). The constraints of our conceptual-modeling language are all expressible as closed well-formed formulas of predicate calculus. Populating an ontology provides the ground facts for a first-order theory. When all the constraints hold for a populated ontology, we have a model of the first order theory. And, we can reason over the model with logic languages, appropriately restricted to make them decidable and tractable.
For our query about Japanese-made cars, suppose we have the following logic rule (expressed in Datalog-like syntax) for the car-manufacturer ontology:
JapaneseMake(x) :-Make(x), CarManufacturerMake(y, x), CarManufacturerHeadquarters(y, z), CountryHeadquarters('Japan', z).
Similar to linguistically grounding operators in our ontologies, we can linguistically ground logic rules. Thus, the phrase "Japanese-made car" should indicate that this rule applies. Now, when a user poses a query for Japanesemade cars for under 15 grand, the WoK system recognizes that the two ontologies apply and generates the following formal query over the two theories CarAd and CarManuf :
CarAd.Car(x) :-CarAd.CarPrice(x, y), CarAd.LessThan(y, 15000), CarAd.CarMake(x, z), CarManuf.JapaneseMake(z).
Here, the same-as link lets us seamlessly navigate among populated ontologies in a WoK. As an aside, note the conversion of "15 grand" to the integer 15000.
As indicated in the Price data frame in Figure 15 .3, the type for the internal representation is integer. As the WoK system extracts data for an ontology, it also converts the data to declared internal representations. By way of summary for this informal introduction to our WoK vision, we see a WoK consisting of logic theories, interconnected and superimposed over web documents. Logic theories are populated ontologies. From an epistemological point of view, populated ontologies are extensional knowledge.
And with the addition of inference rules, populated ontologies also embody intensional knowledge.
WoK Formalization
We base our foundational conceptualization for a web of knowledge on the conceptual modeling language OSM (Object-oriented Systems Modeling) [EKW92] . OSM, however, simply provides a graphical representation of a first-order-logic language. Here we restrict OSM to be decidable, yet powerful enough to represent desired ontological concepts and constraints. We call our restriction OSM-O, short for OSM-Ontology. We thus base our foundational conceptualization directly on an appropriate restriction of first-order logic. This WoK foundation should be no surprise since it is the basis for modern information systems and has been the basis for formalizing information since the days of Aristotle [AriBC] .
• O is a set of object sets; each is a one-place predicate; and each predicate has a lexical or a non-lexical designation.
• R is a set of n-ary relationship sets (n ≥ 2); each is an n-place predicate.
• C is a set of constraints:
each n-ary relationship set R connecting object sets S 1 , ..., S n . -Participation constraint min:max cardinality: for every connection of an object set S to an n-ary relationship set R,
generalization object set G of specialization object sets S 1 , ..., S n in a hypernym-hyponym is-a hierarchy. In addition, ∀x(S i (x) ⇒ ¬S j (x)) for 1 ≤ i,j ≤ n and i = j if the specialization object sets are disjoint and ∀x(G(x) ⇒ S 1 (x) ∨ ... ∨ S n (x)) if the generalization object set is complete-is a union of the specialization object sets. We begin by defining an ordinary abstract data type for each object set and relationship set. We then add linguistic recognizers for instance values, operators, operator parameters, and relationships. Example 3. In Figure 15 .3 the value set V for the Price data frame is of type Integer. Its recognizer is a potentially lengthy list of regular expressions augmented by keywords. Its operation set O includes the LessThan operator and potentially has many more operations. The LessThan operator has keyword phrases that indicate its applicability as well as how to identify its parameters. 2
For relationship sets, the definition of a data frame does not change, but a typical view of the definition shifts as we allow value sets to be n-tuples of values rather than scalar values. Further, like recognizers for operators, they rely on instance recognizers from the data frames of their connected object sets.
Example 4. Suppose the Car object set in Figure 15 .2 has a relationship set to a P erson object set. The relationship-set data frame may have recognizers for any one of several possible relationships such as {P erson} is selling {Car}, {P erson} posted {Car} ad, or {P erson} is inquiring about {Car} Here, the braces enclose references to data frames for the non-lexical object sets Car and Person. 2
As is standard, implementations of abstract data types are hidden, and we hide implementations for data frames as well. Similar to data independence in database systems, this approach accommodates any implementation. In particular, it allows for new and better recognizers, which we can draw from the large body of work devoted to information extraction [Sar08] .
Definition 5. If M is an OSM-O model instance with a data frame for each object set and relationship set, M is an OSM-EO model instance. 2
An OSM-EO model instance is linguistically grounded in the sense that it can both "read" and "write" in some natural language. To "read" means to be able to recognize facts in natural language text and to extract fact instances with respect to the ontology in the OSM-EO model instance. To "write" means to display fact instances so that they are human-readable.
How well a particular OSM-EO model instance can "read" and "write" makes a difference in how well it performs. Our experience is that OSM-EO model instances can "read" some documents well (over 95% precision and recall [ECJ + 99]), but it is clear that opportunities abound for further research and development. Writing human-understandable descriptions is less difficult to achieve-just select any one of the phrases for each object set and relationship set (e.g., P erson(P erson 17 ) is selling Car(Car 734 ), Car(Car 734 ) has M ake(Honda)). Making written descriptions more pleasing, of course, is more difficult.
Continuing in our quest to define the components of our WoK vision, we now define its "knowledge," and we explain how we see its "knowledge" being justified and how we envision its knowledge components being interconnected.
Definition 6. The collection of facts in an OSM-O model instance constitutes its extensional knowledge. The collection of implied facts derived from the extensional knowledge by inference rules 2 constitutes its intensional knowledge. The extensional and intensional knowledge together constitute the knowledge of the OSM-O model instance. 2
Although this view of knowledge is common in computing, Plato, and those who follow his line of thought, also demand of knowledge that it be a "justified true belief" [PlaBC] . "Knowledge" without some sort of truth authentication can be unsupported and even misleading. For our vision of a WoK, we attempt to establish truth via provenance and authentication. When an extraction ontology extracts a fact from a source document, it retains a link to the fact; and when a query answer requires reasoning over rules, the system records the reasoning chain. Users can ask to see fact sources and rule chains, and in this way they can authenticate facts and reasoning the way we usually do-by checking sources and fact-derivation rules.
Definition 7. A knowledge bundle (KB ) is a 5-tuple (O, E, S, I, R)
where O is an OSM-O model instance; E is an OSM-EO instance whose OSM-O instance is O; S is a set of source documents from which facts for E are extracted; I is a valid interpretation for O whose facts are extracted from the documents in S; and R is a set of inference rules. 2 Finally, to make the envisioned WoK truly a web of knowledge, we interconnect knowledge bundles (KBs). Facts about the same object may appear in more than one KB. We can directly connect these objects so that users may navigate among KBs and obtain additional information about an object. Concepts in more than one KB may also be essentially the same as is the concept M ake, and also the concept M odel, in their respective ontologies in Figures 15.2 and 15.4. We also connect concepts across ontologies to provide additional navigation paths.
Definition 8.
A Web of Knowledge (WoK ) is a collection of knowledge bundles interconnected with binary links, <x, y>, of two types: (1) object identity: non-lexical object identifier x in knowledge bundle B 1 refers to the same real-world object as non-lexical object identifier y in knowledge bundle B 2 .
(2) Object-set identity: object set x in knowledge bundle B 1 designates the same kind of real-world objects as object set y in knowledge bundle B 2 . 2
WoK Construction
To construct a WoK, we must be able to construct a knowledge bundle (KB), and we must be able to establish links among KBs. We can construct KBs and establish links among them by hand (and this should always be an option). However, scaling WoK construction demands semi-automatic procedures, with much of the construction burden placed on the system-all of it when possible. Our KB construction tools transform, or aid in transforming, source information into KB components. For links among KBs we apply record-linkage and schema-mapping tools.
Definition 9. A transformation is a 4-tuple (R, S, T , Σ)
, where R is a set of resources, S is the source conceptualization, T is the target conceptualization for an S-to-T transformation, Σ is a set of source-to-target transformation statements. 2 Definition 9 leaves several of its components open-to take on specific meanings in a variety of KB building tools. The "set of resources" is undefined, but we intend this to mean semantic resources such as WordNet and a data-frame library. "Target conceptualizations" are KBs or KB components. "Source conceptualizations" depend on sources whose fact conceptualizations can be formal, semi-formal, or informal. "Source-to-target transformation statements" can be declarative or procedural and can be written in a variety of formal languages.
To the extent possible, we want our transformations to preserve the information and constraints in source documents and repositories. When sources are formalized as predicate calculus or in a formalization equivalent to predicate calculus, we can guarantee the preservation information and constraints. We identify the predicates and the facts for the predicates (thus preserving information) and formulate a closed well-formed formula for each constraint (thus preserving constraints). If the source interpretation is valid, the target interpretation will be valid as well. When sources are informal with respect to predicate calculus, the predicates, facts for the predicates, and the constraints are implicit. The challenge is nevertheless to discover and extract them.
Definition 10. Let S be a predicate calculus theory with a valid interpretation, and let T be a populated OSM-O model instance constructed from S by a transformation t. Transformation t preserves information if there exists a procedure to compute S from T . Let C S be the closed, well-formed formulas of S, and let C T be the closed, well-formed formulas of T . Transformation t preserves constraints if
Our goal has been and is to successfully develop automatic and good semiautomatic transformations over a broad spectrum of documents for a variety of ontological contexts. For sources whose facts and constraints over these facts have formal declarations, transformations should preserve all facts and constraints. For sources whose facts and constraints are implicit, we seek to identify the facts and constraints that are applicable to a given ontology or, in the absence of a given ontology, we seek to determine and populate the implicit ontology based on the document's data and on applicable external knowledge resources.
Longstanding research endeavors can all contribute to various parts of WoK construction. 
Construction via XML Reverse Engineering
We have designed a conceptual model for XML, called C-XML (Conceptual XML). C-XML adds a few XML-specific concepts to OSM-O, including in particular a sequencing construct and a choice construct. Being formally defined as templates over OSM-O constructs, however, these additions remain within the purview of OSM-O.
Reverse engineering an XML schema to C-XML effectively defines a mapping to OSM-O for all XML documents complying to the XML schema [AK07] . The basic translation strategies for mapping XML Schema to C-XML are straightforward, although some parts of the translation require some sophisticated manipulation. In the translation, elements and attributes become object sets. Elements that have simple types become lexical object sets, while elements that have complex types become non-lexical object sets. Attributes become lexical object sets since they always have a simple type. Built-in data types and simple data types for an element or an attribute in XML Schema are specified in the data frame associated with the object set representing the element or the attribute. XML parent-child connections among elements and XML element-attribute connections both become binary relationship sets in C-XML. The constraints minOccurs and maxOccurs translate directly to participation constraints in C-XML.
Unfortunately, not everything is straightforward. Translations for keys, extension, restriction, substitution groups, and mixed content are all quite interesting. The translation also involves a myriad of detail extending to over 40 pages in [AK07] . Although extensive, the translation details provide a constructive proof that the transformation from XML Schema to C-XML preserves both information and constraints.
The result of doing information-and constraint-preserving transformations of XML documents complying to an XML schema is a KB. Further, to the extent that we can automatically infer an XML schema specification directly from an XML document, we can also reverse-engineer raw XML documents into populated C-XML model instances and thus into KBs. Figure 15 .6, that has essentially the same structure, the system can usually obtain enough information to make automatic interpretation possible. We call pages that are from the same web site and have similar structures sibling pages. The two pages in Figures 15.5 and 15.6 are sibling pages. They have the same basic structure, with the same top banners that appear in all the pages from this web site, with the same table title (Gene Summary for some particular gene), and a table that contains information about the gene. Corresponding tables in sibling pages are called sibling tables. If we compare the two large tables in the main part of the sibling pages, we can see that the first columns of each table are exactly the same. If we look at the cells under the Identification label in the two tables, both contain another table with two columns. In both cases, the first column contains the identical labels IDs, ..., Remarks, although the table in Figure 15 .6 has one additional label, Notes. Further, the tables under Identification.IDs also have identical header rows, and the tables under Iden- 
Construction via Nested

tification.Gene model(s) have nearly identical header rows.
The data values, however, vary considerably. Generally speaking, we can look for commonalities in sibling tables to find labels and look for variations to find data values.
Given that we can interpret a table-find labels and values and properly associate them-we can create a conceptualization of the table linking labels as metadata with values as instance data. This simple conceptualization may not always be best, but for some tables it works well. In particular, it works well for nested tables like the ones in Figures 15.5 and 15.6.
Observe that for these nested tables, the conceptual, nested, label-value structure is isomorphic to a simple XML schema. There exists a single, nested, label path to every data value. For the sequence name F47G6.1 in the top row of the table in Figure 15 .5, the label path is Identification.IDs.Sequence name. This nested-label property lets us conceptualize these tables in an XML-like conceptual tree with labels as tags and instance values as leaf strings in a nested tag structure, as Figure 15 .7 illustrates. Note that the tree structure in Figure 15 .7 precisely captures the nesting of the tables in Figures 15.5 and 15.6. Note also that the conceptualization can account for the variation among tables. In Figure 15 .7, for example, Gene Models relates optionally to Swissprot because the ontology-generation process observes that one table (Figure 15 .5) has an entry for Swissprot whereas the other (Figure 15 .6) does not. The end result is an automatically generated KB containing all the data from the given set of sibling tables. 
Construction via Semantic Integration
TANGO (Table ANalysis for Generating Ontologies) provides another way to create KBs. Given a collection of tables all in the same application domain, we reverse-engineer each table into a conceptual-model instance and then integrate the conceptual-model instances into an ontology that represents the domain. During the process, we analyze each table individually, inferring concepts, relationships among concepts, and data values for concepts and relationships. The result of this process is a conceptual-model instance for the table, which we call a "mini-ontology"-"mini" because the number of concepts in a table is usually small. We then exploit schema-mapping techniques to discover interrelationships among the mini-ontologies, enabling us to merge the generated conceptual-model instances into an ontological structure for the domain.
TANGO operates in three steps:
1. Recognize and canonicalize table information. 2. Construct mini-ontologies from canonicalized tables. 3. Discover inter-ontology mappings and merge mini-ontologies into a growing application ontology.
We illustrate with an example.
Table Recognition and Canonicalization
Tables appear in many shapes and sizes; most, but not all, have rectangular grid layouts. Figure 15 .8 is an example of a table without a clearly delineated grid layout.
In our first step, we canonicalize tables by converting them to "Wang notation," a layout-independent formalization for tables [Wan96] . Wang notatation has two parts: (1) label structure and (2) data-value/label-structure association. Label structure consists of a collection of dimension trees, one for each coordinate that indexes a data cell. A dimension tree organizes labels in a tree structure: each path from root to leaf provides an index coordinate for a data value. In our example, the table in Figure 15 .8 has two dimensions. In Wang notation, these two dimension trees are: Figure 15 .8, and produce as output Wang notation, which we can display in a standard way. In our tools, we augment Wang notation so that it can capture more than just labels and values. We also capture a table's title, its footnotes, and its units of measure. In the absence of fully automated tools, we have developed As a principle, it should always be possible for a knowledge worker to manually specify any output to be generated by the system, even though we aim to automate as much as is possible. Manual specification ensures that we can always complete a task and that we can correct any errors our automated procedures may introduce. Figure 15 .15 gives a graphical representation of each of the mini-ontologies for our six sample canonicalized tables in Figures 15.9-15 .14. The notation differs slightly from our earlier notation for OSM-O. In this notation, we represent graphically the four common participation constraints: 0:*, 0:1, 1:*, and 1:1. A zero minimum makes participation optional, which we denote with an "o" on the relationship-set line near the object set whose objects participate optionally. The absence of an "o" makes the participation mandatory-equivalent to a 1-minumum in a participation constraint. Thus, for example, the mini-ontology in Figure 15 (e) declares that a Place must have a Name and may, but need not, have an Elevation. A 1-maximum in a participation constraint makes the relationship set functional, which we denote with an arrowhead on the opposite side of a relationship-set line. Thus, for example, in Figure 15 (e), a Place has one Name, at most one Elevation, one USGS Quad (the map in which the center of the place appears), and one pair of Geographic Coordinates. The functional (arrowhead) notation, also allows us to express functional dependencies whose left-hand side is composite. Thus, for example, in Figure 15(a) we have the functional dependency Country Religion → P ercent. The notation also provides explicitly for object values with large black dots, which are object sets (one-place predicates) limited to have a single value. To construct mini-ontologies from canonicalized tables, we must discover what concepts (object sets) are involved and how they are related (relationship sets). We must also determine the constraints that hold over the relationship sets (functional, mandatory/optional participation, aggregations) and among the object sets (generalization/specialization). We do so by appealing to the structural constraints of canonicalized tables and to outside resources such as WordNet and a data-frame library [LE09] . Aligning model instances with outside resources also makes them easier to integrate.
Construction of Mini-Ontologies
As an example, we obtain the mini-ontology in Figure 15(a) from the table in Figure 15 .9 as follows. Country is a key and appears in a leftmost column, strongly suggesting that it should be the tail side of functional dependencies. Population depends on Country but also depends on July 2001. Knowledge from the data frame library recognizes that the values in the Religion columns are Percent values. The religions, which could either be object sets or values, are values since there are many (our current threshold is five). Given that religions are values, we therefore have a ternary relationship among Country, Religion, and Percent. Based on constraint mining, we can determine that Country and Religion together functionally determine Percent. Creation of the remaining five mini-ontologies is similar.
Mapping Discovery and Ontology Merge
Our approach to discovering inter-ontology mappings is multi-faceted [EJX01, EJX02] , which means that we use all evidence at our disposal to determine how to match concepts. These facets include label matching [EJX01] , value similarity [EJX01] , expected values via matching values with data frames [EJX01, EXD04] , constraints [BE03] , and structure [ETL02, EJX02] . In using this evidence we look not only for direct matches as is common in most schema matching techniques [BMPQ04, FNS07, RB01] but also for indirect matches [XE06] . Thus, for example, we are able to split or join columns to match the single Geographic Coordinates column in Figure 15 .11 with the pair of columns, Lat and Lon, in Figure 15 .13, and we are able to divide the values in the Place column in Figure 15 .13 into several different object sets.
Once we have discovered mappings between mini-ontologies or between a mini-ontology and the ontology we are building, we can begin the merge process. Sometimes the match is such that we can directly fuse two ontologies by simply keeping all the nodes and edges of both and merging nodes and edges that directly correspond. Often, however, merging induces conflicts that must be resolved. We resolve conflicts synergistically based on Issue/Default/Suggestion (IDS) statements [BE03, Lia08] When a conflict arises, the system brings the issue to the attention of a knowledge worker. It provides a default resolution-the one it will take if the user does not intervene, and it makes some suggestions about alternate possibilities. In the tool we have created [Lia08] , a user can specify mappings that the automated matching algorithms my miss, can remove mappings that the matching algorithms may have incorrectly suggested, can run the merge automatically (allowing the system to take all the default resolutions for any conflict), can run merge interactively (resolving each IDS statement manually), and can manually adjust the results after merge.
Given a collection of mini-ontologies, such as those in Figure 15 .15, we look initially for mini-ontologies that exhibit as large of an overlap as possible (as measured by the number of inter-ontology mappings); thereafter we select mini-ontologies with the largest overlap with our growing ontology. In our example we begin by merging the mini-ontologies in Figures 15(a) and 15(b Figure 15 .16. Here, we encounter IDS statements that help us reconcile the lexical/non-lexical Country object sets so that Country becomes non-lexical with an associated name and also that let Population be an inherited property and thus omit it from the Country specialization. 3rd Merge Continuing, we merge the mini-ontology in Figure 15(f) with the growing ontology in Figure 15 .16. Here, the data in the object sets Geopolitical Entity and Where Spoken largely overlap, but it is not 100% clear whether one set should be a subset of the other, whether they are overlapping siblings in an is-a hierarchy, or whether they should be the same set. An IDS statement is therefore appropriate, and we assume the issue is resolved by declaring that the sets are the same and should be called Geopolitical Entity. This merge thus adds Region as a specialization of Geopolitical Entity and adds Language and Speakers connected to Geopolitical Entity in the same way they are connected to Where Spoken (Major) in Figure 15 (f). 4th Merge Continuing, we next add the mini-ontology in Figure 15(c) .
Here, the constraints on the Location Description in Figure 15 (c) declare that the relationship is mandatory for both Country and Location Description and functional from Country to Location Description. Because of the lack of location descriptions for most countries in our growing collection, however, we have enough evidence to override the mandatory declaration and make the relationship for Country optional. 5th Merge Continuing, we next add the mini-ontology in Figure 15 (e) and obtain the growing ontology in Figure 15 .17. Here, with the help of IDS statements, we must recognize that Geopolitical Entity is a specialization of Place. Other adjustments come readily, including inheriting Name from Place and making the existence of USGS Quad optional for Place based on lack of map locations for most places.
As we transform tables to mini-ontologies and merge them, we also retain the data. The end result is a populated ontology and thus a KB that represents the domain described by the given collection of tables. 
Construction via Form Filling
Although the KB construction methods discussed in Subsections 15.4.1-15.4.3 are largely automatic, they have the disadvantage that users have little or no control over the ontological structure created and the data that populates the ontological structure. Users could take the final generated result and edit it by hand-a reasonable possibility if the desired ontological structure and the data are almost the same as the generated structure and data. In this subsection, we discuss an alternative that gives users a way to create a custom-designed ontological structure for a KB and to populate it with values harvested from a diverse collection of web pages. This method works particularly well when the information to be collected for the KB comes from machine-generated collections of semi-structured web pages such as those commonly found in most hidden-web/deep-web sites. FOCIH (Forms-based Ontology Creation and Information Harvesting) [TEL09] is a tool that lets users specify ontologies without having to know any conceptual-modeling language or any ontology language. We observe that forms are a natural way for humans to collect information. As an everyday activity, people create forms and ask others to fill in the blanks. FOCIH lets users create their own forms to describe information they wish to harvest. Once defined, users can fill in forms from web pages by copy and paste. From the form specification and user cut-and-paste actions, FOCIH generates an ontology, extracts data, and annotates the web page with respect to the ontology. Further, if the web page is machine-generated and has sibling pages, FOCIH is able to harvest the specified information from all the sibling pages, often without further user intervention. FOCIH's form-creation mode provides users with an intuitive method for defining different kinds of form features. FOCIH has five types of form fields: single-label/single-value, single-label/multiple-value, multiple-label/multiplevalue, mutually-exclusive choice, and non-exclusive choice. Users create standard forms by stringing these form elements together in any order and nesting them within one another to any depth. The form in the left panel of Figure 15 .18 shows an example. The form is for collecting country information. It starts with three single-label/single-value fields for Name, Capital, and Geographic Coordinates, followed by a single-label/multiple-value field for Religion, and a multiple-label/multiple-value field for Population-Year estimates. The Life Expectancy field is a non-exclusive choice field for either Male or Female Life Expectancy or both. The final field shows the nesting of three form fields for Water, Land, and Total under a single-label/single-value field for Area.
FOCIH's form-fill-in mode lets users browse to a web page they wish to annotate and copy and paste values into form fields. A user highlights values in the page and then clicks on the form field to fill in a value. from the web page appear in the form in the left panel. The pencil icon lets a user drop a highlighted value into a form field, and the x icon lets a user remove a value. The plus icon lets a user concatenate a second part of the value to a partial value already in the form field. Thus, for example, if the latitude and longitude values are disjoint, perhaps labeled Latitude: and Longitude: and appearing on separate lines in a web page, a user can concatenate the two as a single value in the Geographic Coordinates field.
From the filled-in form, FOCIH can generate a conceptual model and populate it with values. Note that filled-in nested forms are identical in structure to the nested tables discussed in Subsection 15.4.2. Thus, the generated ontologies are similar, and are like the OSM-O model instance in Figure 15 .7. In addition to generating a conceptual model and populating it, FOCIH also records the following information: (1) paths to leaf nodes in the DOM tree of an HTML page containing each value and, for concatenated values, each value component; (2) for each value the most specific instance recognizer from the data-frame library (e.g., string, number, percentage, year, geographic coordinate); and (3) enough left, right, and delimiter context within each leaf node to identify the value or values within the DOM-tree node. This enables FO-CIH to harvest the same information from other machine-generated sibling pages from the same web site.
The result of running FOCIH over a collection of sibling pages is a custombuilt KB containing the information in the collection. Further, FOCIH can harvest information from other sibling-page collections with respect to the same custom-built ontology, which can further augment the KB.
WoK Usage
The construction of extraction ontologies leads to "understanding" within a WoK. This "understanding" leads to the ability to answer a free-form query because, as we explain in this section, a WoK system can identify an extraction ontology that applies to a query and match the query to the ontology. Hence, a WoK system can reformulate the free-form query as a formal query, so that it can be executed over a KB. In addition, "understanding" leads to establishing a context of discourse, allowing the system to expose its conceptualization of the subject and thus allowing users to more effectively communicate their information needs to the system. In both cases results returned for a query include not only answers to queries but also answer justification. Users can obtain a reasoning chain justifying each answer as well as provenance links identifying each ground fact supporting the answer.
Definition 11. Let S be a source conceptualization and let T be a target conceptualization formalized as an OSM-EO model instance. We say that T understands S if there exists an S-to-T transformation that maps each one-place predicate of S to an object set of T , each n-place predicate of S to an n-place relationship set of T (n ≥ 2), each fact of S to a fact of T with respect to the predicate mappings, and each operator of S to an operator in a data frame of T , such that the constraints of T all hold over the transformed predicates and facts. 2
Observe that although Definition 11 states how T is formalized, it does not state how S is formalized. Thus, the predicates and operators of S may or may not be directly specified. This is the hard part of "understanding"-to recognize the applicable predicates and operators. But this is exactly what extraction ontologies are meant to do. If an OSM-EO model instance is linguistically well grounded, then it can "understand" so long as what is stated in S is within the context of T -that is if there is an object set or relationship set in T for every predicate in S and if there is an operator in a data frame of T for every operator in S.
Applications of understanding include free-form query processing, grounded reasoning chains, and KB building for research studies. We explain and illustrate each in turn. In doing so, we also illustrate our WoK prototype system, which we are building as a way to experiment with our vision of a WoK [ELL + 08] . Figure 15 .19 illustrates free-form query processing within our WoK prototype.
Free-Form Query Processing
To "understand" a user query, our WoK prototype first determines which extraction ontology applies to the query by seeing which one recognizes the . Figure 15 .20 shows the result of this transformation-each predicate and each operation is mapped correctly and the constraints of the OSM-EO model instance all hold. Given this "understanding," it is straightforward to generate a SPARQL query. Before executing the query, our WoK prototype augments it so that it also obtains the stored annotation links. Then, when our WoK prototype displays the results of the query (e.g., in the lower-left box in Figure 15 .19), it makes returned values clickable. Clicking on a value, causes our WoK prototype to find the page from which the value was extracted, highlight it, and display the page appropriately scrolled to the location that includes the value. The right panel of Figure 15 .19 shows several highlighted values, which happens when a user checks one or more check-boxes before clicking. 2 The form in Figure 15 .20 is for an alerter system which we have implemented for craigslist.org. We use the form in two ways: (1) for comprehensive feedback to indicate its "understanding" of the query and (2) for giving users advanced options for query specification. As feedback, it lets users know the context in which the system "understands" the query being asked (i.e., the system displays the name of the extraction ontology and its details as form elements), and (2) it lets users know exactly what has been "understood" (i.e., the system displays constant values in fields for object sets or for operations applicable to object sets). With respect to advanced options, it lets users know what else can be asked in the context of the query. A user then has the opportunity to adjust the query or add additional constraints. For example, besides Hondas, a user may wish to also know if Toyotas are for sale but only if they if they are not Camrys. Clicking on OR for M ake and adding T oyota and then clicking on N OT for M odel and adding Camry makes this possible. The plus icons show that more operators are available; clicking on the plus displays them. For example, a user may wish to limit the search to cars whose odometer reading is less than 100K miles; clicking on the "+ Options" button shows the Boolean operators for M ileage and lets a user enter this limitation.
Grounded Reasoning Chains
To illustrate grounded reasoning chains, we give an example from familyhistory research. Many millions of hand-written records such as those in the census record in Figure 15 .21 have been transcribed by human indexers [Fam] . Using extraction ontologies, we can extract from the transcription to associate names, dates, places, and other information with a genealogical ontology. Bounding boxes for names and other information in the image are also available, so we know where in the image information appears. It is not hard to see that, among others, the following rules hold and are useful for establishing family relationships implied by the information in the census record in Figure 15 .21:
The first rule states that a person x is the husband of person y if x is a male head of the family, y is the wife, and x and y are in the same family. The second rule assures that they are in the same family by checking to see that their family number is the same, and the last rule associates the husband and wife with their names. When we associate a rule with an ontology, we must ensure that it is grounded in the base predicates of the ontology. The set of rules forms a graph over a "head predicate depends-on body predicate" relation, and this graph must lead to predicates declared in the ontology as object-set predicates, relationship-set predicates or Boolean operations declared for the ontology. Recursive rules such as the following rules to compute ancestors are possible, but must also be grounded.
Here, the predicate P erson(x)isP arentOfP erson(y) must be a rule head that eventually resolves down to ground predicates such as P erson(x)hasRelationT oHead( Son ) or P erson(x)hasRelationT oHead( Daughter ). We linguistically ground a rule r by declaring a data frame for r in the same way we declare a data frame for an object set (if the head of r is a one-place predicate) or for a relationship set (if the head of r is an n-place predicates, n ≥ 2). Thus, for example, {Person}\s*is\.*husband\s*of\s*{Person} may be one of the regular expressions for the rule head Person(x)isHusbandOfPerson(y). Now when we ask the query, "Who is the husband of Mary Bryza?", we can match the query to our genealogy ontology and specifically to the rule and thus also the chain of rules needed to answer the query. The returned result would yield "John Bryza" and perhaps others if other Mary Bryzas are known within the KB. Clicking on "John Bryza" yields both the reasoning chain in Figure 15 .22 and the highlighted census recored in Figure 15 .23. The reasoning chain is simply a list of rules invoked with instance data filled in for the variables and reformatted to be more readable. The highlighted census record shows the source of all the extracted ground fact values used to yield the answer. 
Knowledge Bundles for Research Studies
In addition to "understanding" queries, it should be clear that "understanding" is also about fact finding. The fundamental intent of linguistically grounding extraction ontologies is to allow them to recognize facts in structured, semi-structured, and unstructured text. As an example, we give a plausible scenario, based on the WoK components we have presented, for gathering facts for a bio-research study and storing them as a KB for further analysis [ELL + 09] . Gathering tasks for these research studies often take trained bio-researchers several man-months of work. So, any significant speedup extraction ontologies can provide would be of great benefit in bio-medical research.
Suppose a bio-researcher B wishes to study the association of TP53 polymorphism and lung-cancer. To do this study, B wants information from the NCBI dbSNP repository 3 about SNPs (chromosome location, SNP ID and build, gene location, codon, and protein), about alleles (amino acids and nucleotides), and about the nomenclature for amino-acid levels and nucleotide levels. B also needs data about human subjects with lung cancer and needs to relate the SNP information to human-subject information.
To gather information from dbSNP, B uses FOCIH to construct the form in the left panel in Figure 15 .24. Form construction consists of selecting types of form fields and organizing and nesting form fields so that they are a conceptualization of the information B wishes to harvest for the research study. B next finds a first SNP page in dbSNP from which to begin harvesting information. (The created form and located page need not have any special correspondence-no schema correspondence, no name correspondence, and no special structure requirements-but, of course, the page should have data of interest for the research study and thus for the created form.) B then fills in the form by cut-and-paste actions, copying data from the page in the center panel in Figure 15 .24 to the form in the left panel.
To harvest similar information from the numerous other dbSNP pages, B gives a list of URLs, as the right panel in Figure 15 .24 illustrates (although there would likely be hundreds rather than just the six in Figure 15 .24). The FOCIH system automatically harvests the desired information from the dbSNP pages referenced in the URL list. Since one of the challenges bioresearchers face is searching through the pages to determine which ones contain the desired information, FOCIH should provide a filtering mechanism. By adding constraints to form fields, bio-researchers can cause the FOCIH harvester to gather information only from pages that satisfy the constraints. B, for example, might only want coding SNP data with a significant heterogeneity (i.e., minor allele frequency > 1%). For the research scenario, B may also wish to harvest information from other sites such as GeneCard. B can use FOCIH with the same form to harvest from as many sites as desired. Interestingly, however, once FOCIH harvests from one site, it can use the knowledge it has already gathered to do some of the initial cut-and-paste for B. In addition to just being a structured knowledge repository, the KB being produced also becomes an extraction ontology capable of recognizing data items it has already seen. It can also recognize data items it has not seen but are like the data it has seen-e.g., numeric values or DNA snippets.
Using KBs as extraction ontologies also lets bio-researchers search the literature. Suppose B wishes to find papers related to the information harvested from the dbSNP pages. B can point the extraction ontology to a repository of papers to search and cull out those that are relevant to the study. Using the KB as an extraction ontology provides a sophisticated query of the type used in information retrieval resulting in high-precision document filtering. For example, the extraction ontology recognizes the highlighted words and phrases in the portion of the paper in Figure 15 .25. With the high density of not only keywords but also data values and relationships all aligned with the ontological KB, the system can designate this paper as being relevant for B's study.
For collecting human-subject information, B may decide to obtain information from INDIVO, a database containing personally controlled health records. Based on reverse-engineering techniques, the system can automat- ically reverse-engineer the INDIVO database to a KB, and present B with a form representing the schema of the database. Figure 15 .26 shows an example. B can then modify the form, deleting fields not of interest and rearranging fields to suit the needs of the study. Further, B can add constraints to the fields so that the the systems only gathers data of interest.
With all information harvested and organized into a KB, B can now issue queries and reason about the data to do some interesting analysis. Figure 15 .27 shows a sample SPARQL query over the data harvested from the pages referenced by the six URLs listed in Figure 15 .24. The query finds three SNPs that satisfy the query's criteria and for each, returns the dbSNP ID, the gene location, and the protein residue. As Figure 15 .27 shows, B wishes to see the source of the query result <rs55819519, TP53, His Arg>. 
Conclusion
We have described a web of knowledge (WoK) as a collection of interconnected KBs superimposed over a web of documents. Our WoK vision has conceptual modeling at its foundation. As described, a WoK consists of KBs, which are conceptual-model instances augmented with facilities that provide (1) for both extensional and intensional facts, (2) for linking between KBs yielding a web of data, and (3) for authentication by linking to source documents and explicating reasoning chains.
We have provided a formal foundation for WoK components-ontologies (OSM-O) in terms of decidable first-order logic and extraction ontologies (OSM-EO) linguistically grounded via data-frame recognizers. In addition, we have formalized a WoK as a collection of interconnected knowledge bundles (KBs) consisting of OSM-EO model instances with valid interpretations super-imposed over source documents.
Further, we have addressed concerns about WoK construction. Transformations map source conceptualizations to target conceptualizations. Information-and constraint-preserving transformations guarantee that target conceptualizations completely and accurately capture source conceptualizations. We have explained how reverse engineering of some documents can yield source conceptualizations guaranteed to preserve information and constraints. We conclude, however, that many source conceptualizations (rang-ing from semi-structured sources such as ordinary human-readable tables and forms to unstructured sources such as free-running text) likely require besteffort automation methods and may involve some user supervision. We have given, as examples, a way to transform a collection of ordinary tables with overlapping information from some domain into a KB and a way to construct KBs via form-creation and form-filling.
Finally, we have addressed concerns about WoK usage. When transformations exist that map source predicates and operations to an established ontology, the ontology is said to have "understood" the information in the source. "Understanding" applied to free-form queries allows untrained users to query the envisioned WoK. Users receive direct answers to queries, rather than pages that may contain answers. They may, however, ask for justification by clicking on displayed answers, which yields the pages from which the answers were taken and also yields an explanation of any reasoning used to generate inferred answers for the query. As another example of WoK usage, we have illustrated the process of creating a KB for bio-medical research studies.
We have implemented a WoK prototype [ELL + 08] including some prototypical extraction ontologies [ECJ + 99]. We have also done some work on automated extraction-ontology construction [TE09, LE09, TEL09, TEL
+ 05] and some work on free-form query processing [Vic06, AME07] . We nevertheless still have much work to do, even on fundamental WoK components such as creating a sharable data-frame library, constructing data frames for relationship sets, finding ways to more easily produce instance recognizers, developing processes for reverse-engineering additional genres of semi-structured sources into KBs, investigating bootstrapping as a way to construct extraction ontologies, enhancing query processing, incorporating reasoning, and addressing performance scalability. We also see many opportunities for incorporating the vast amount of work done by others on information extraction, information integration, and record linkage. We cite as relevant examples: KnowItAll [ 
